Help Us Look Our Best

As a valued Vista community member, New Haven has an obligation to set a high standard for its street-facing landscaping both for maintaining curb-appeal of the facility and to be a good neighbor committed to upholding the safety and appeal of the neighborhood. A great first impression is invaluable for setting the tone with youth, families, neighbors and partners, and this domain focuses on creating a streetscape that establishes a sense of security while projecting a welcome appearance.

First Impression is about improving both the functional and aesthetic aspects of the streetscape. Existing parking spots will be enhanced with a decomposed granite surface, shade trees will be added and a horizontal rail board fence will help create the warm feel of a family friendly country estate.

First Impression domain components:

- Demolishing existing paving, vegetation and grading
- Installing and stabilizing decomposed granite paving
- Installing edging
- Building new fencing - three rail with chainlink
- Planting shrubs and ground covers
- Planting 4 mature trees (36" box)
- Installing irrigation
- Value: $50,000

For more information about this sponsorship opportunity

Contact Doreen Quinn, CEO  
760-630-4035 x.403 or email welcomehome@newhavenyfs.org